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ON THE BASE AND THE ESSENTIAL BASE 
IN PARABOLIC POTENTIAL THEORY 
MiROSLAV BRZEZiNA, Praha 
(Received March 3, 1988) 
INTRODUCTION 
Several decades ago it was recognized that methods of classical potential theory 
can be applied to investigation of the heat equation. In particular it is possible to 
define the PWB-solution of the Dirichlet problem and the notion of the regular 
point, see [10], [2]. 
While the necessary and sufficient condition of the regularity of a boundary point 
in the form of the so called series of Wiener's type has been known in the classical 
case since 1924, see [29], the way to the analogous criterion in the heat case, in spite 
of considerable similarity with the classical case, took more than 50 years. 
First sufficient conditions of the regularity of a region with continuous or dif-
ferentiable boundary were proved in [23] and [21]. Necessary or sufficient conditions 
ofthe regularity were shown in [22], [17]. In 1982, Evans and Gariepy proved the 
heat analogue ofthe Wiener test, see [12]. Results from [12] generalized to parabolic 
equations with variable coefficients can be found in [13]. Regularity of a boundary 
point is very closely connected with the notion of thinness of a set at a given point, 
see e.g. [10]. M. Brelot proved the Wiener test of thinness in the classical potential 
theory in [6]. One of the main results of this paper is the test of Wiener's type of 
thinness in the heat potential theory, see Theorem 1.11. In our proof, results of [12] 
are used in an essential way. The probabilistic approach to the criterion of thinness 
for analytic sets is given in [25]. The paper [24] deals with a probabilistic inter-
pretation of thinness of a set. 
In modern potential theory there is a possibility of formulating a number of 
fundamental results in terms ofthe base and the essential base ofaset (see Definitions 
1.12 and 2.7 below). Theorem 1.13 gives necessary and sufficient conditions for 
a point to belong to the base of a set. 
In the second part, a continuous capacity is introduced using continuous potentials, 
and its fundamental properties are established. Relations between capacity and con-
tinuous capacity are cleared up in Theorem 2.9 using results from [16]. Theorem 2.16 
is the test of Wiener type for a point to belong to the essential base of a Borel set. 
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Papers [14], [11], [18], [27] deal with the so called "tusk condition" for regularity 
of a boundary point. Corollary 2.21 and Corollary 3.5 are "tusk conditions" for 
a Borel set to be semipolar at a point (see Definition 2.7) and for a point to belong 
to the Choquet boundary. 
The results of this paper were presented with more details in [8] and announced 
in [9]. 
0. NOTATION 
The set of all positive integers is denoted by N. For n eN, the symbol Rn + l — 
= Rn x R1 will stand for the (n + l)-dimensional Euclidean space. We will often 
write a typical point z є Rn + 1 as z = (x, t), x e Rn, t e R1. Let the Euclidean norm 
be denoted by |-|, the set difference by ^ \ Б , and Rn+1\A by Ac. For A с Rn + \ 
Ä denotes the closure of A and dA the boundary of A. For z = (x, t) e Rn+19 let us 
define 
Frzi_í(4^)"w/2exp[--M2/4ř] ř > 0 
nz) ~ [0 t й 0 ; 
this is the fundamental solution of the heat equation. Further, for zeRn+1 and 
c > 0 denote 
B(z, c) = {weRn+1; F(z - w) ^ (4тсс)""/2} u {z} , 
the so called "heat ball", and for k e N put 
Bk(z) = B(z, 2-k) , A(z) = cl (Bk(z) \ Bk+ , (z)) . 
1. THERMAL CAPACITY, THINNESS AND BASE 
For a set E cz Rn+1, let us denote by Ji+(E) the collection of all nonnegative 
Radon measures on Rn+1 with compact support in E; the support is denoted by spt. 
F o r ^ e ^ f + ( i T + 1 ) w e set 
pß(z) = Jji-+i f (z - w) dju(w) , z є Ä n + 1 ; 
PM is the heat potential of ц. The heat potentials are lower semicontinuous but not 
continuous in general. The coarsest topology making every heat potential continuous 
is called the fine topology for the heat equation. Topological concepts related to the 
fine topology will be used with the attribute fine. 
1.1. Definition. Let K a Rn+i be a compact set. The capacity (in detail: the 
thermal capacity) ofK is defined as 
y(K) = sup{^(A"+1); fiE^+(K\ Pß z% 1 in Rn+1} ; 
cf. [17]. 
Fundamental properties of the termal capacity are summarized in the following 
lemma. 
1.2. Lemma. Let K,Kj, jeN, be compact subsets of Rn+l. For s > 0 define 
s Q K = {(sx, s2t); (x, t)eK}. Then 
(1) y(K) < cx); 
(2) y{K1 u K2) ^ j(K^ + y(K2) (subadditivity ofy); 
(3) Kt c K2 implies y(Kt) S y(K2) (monotonicity ofy); 
(4) y{{z)) = Oforall zeRn+i; 
(5)y(sQK) = s"y{K); 
(6) if{Kj}f=1 is a decreasing sequence ofsets with the intersection K, i.e. Kj \ K, 
then 
limy(Kj) = y(K). 
j^co 
Proof..See [17], pp. 85, 89. 
1.3. Definion. Let E с Rn + 1 be an arbitrary set. Then 
y*(E) = sup {y(K); K c £, K compact} 
is called the inner thermal capacity ofE and 
y*(E) = inf{y*(G); G з E, G open} 
the outer thermal capacity ofE. 
1.4. Lemma. LetE,Ej,jeN, be arbitrary subsets ofRn+1. Then 
(1) 0 й y*(E) й y*(E); 
(2) y*(Et u E2) û y*(E±) + r*(£2); 
(3) Ег c= E2 implies у*(Ех) й У*(Е2), y*(E,) й У*{Е2); 
(4) if s V 0, then y*(s О Я) = s"y*(J5); 
(5) i/ {<EjyLi ÏS яи increasing sequence of sets with the union E, i.e. Ej ž* E, 
then 
lim y*(Ej) = y*(jE). 
j^CO 
Proof. See [26], p. 352. 
1.5. Lemma. Let teR\ letF be a BorelsubsetofR",K = {(x, t)eRn+1; xeF}, 
and let Xn standfor the Lebesgue measure in R
n. Then 
y(K) = K(F). 
Proof. See [26],p. 355. 
1.6. Remark. It follows from the definition of the inner and outer capacities and 
from Lemma 1.2(6) that y(K) = y*(K) = y*(K) whenever K is a compact subset 
of jRn+1. A subset E of Rn+1 is said to be y-capacitable, if yJJE) = y*(E). It can 
be shown, see [26], p. 352, that all Borel subsets of Rn+1 are y-capacitable.We can 
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extend the set function y which is defined for compact sets only to y-capacitable sets 
E c Rn+i by defining y(E) = y^E). In particular, we will write y(E) instead ofy*(E) 
and y*(£) whenever E cz JR*+i j s capacitable. 
1.7. Definition. The balayage of the function identically equal to 1 on a subset E 
of Rn+1 will be denoted by REX. For z = (x, t) e R
n+l and r > 0, let 
C(z,r) = {(х,т)єіГ+ 1 ; |x - x| ^ r, - r 2 ^ т - t й 0} . 
We say that a set £ is thin at a point z e Rn+i if there exists r > 0 such that 
£^C(**'>(z) < 1. 
It can be shown, see [10], p. 158 and p. 141, that this notion of thinness coincides 
with the notion usually adopted in potential theory (see e.g. [10], p. 149). 
1.7. Remark. If E c Rn+1 is thin at a point z є jRn+1 and E' c £, then E' is also 
thin at z. If the set E c Rn+1 \ {z} is thin at a point z, then there exists an open 
set G c Rn+i such that E c G and G is thin at z. 
1.9. Lemma. Let К с £ л + 1 Ье a compact set. Then 
(1) jŘf = 1 on intK, the interior ofK; 
(2) ifoere exists a unique Radon measure fi e JP+(K) such that 
R^ = Pß and fi(Rn+1) = y(K) 
(ju is called the equilibrium measurefor K); 
(3) if ß is the equilibrium measurefor K, then Pß S Pßfor all pi e Jf+(K) such 
thatP^ й 1 inRn+1. 
Proof. See [17],pp.86-88. 
In [12], Evans and Gariepy proved the criterion ofregulatity for the heat equation. 
If we use the well known relation between regularity and thinness of a set at a given 
point, see e.g. [17], p. 94, we obtain the following Theorem 1.10 a generalization of 
which to arbitrary sets is contained in Theorem 1.11. 
1.10. Theorem. Let F cz Rn+1 be a closed set and zeRn+\ Then F is thin at z 





1.11. Theorem. Let E c Rn+1 be an arbitrary set and zeRn+1. Then E is thin 
at z if and only if the series 
(1.1) iz*"y*{EnAJ(z)) 
k = l 
is convergent. 
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Proof. Assume that the series in (1.1) is convergent. Choose sk > 0, keN, such 
that the series 
(1.2) l 2 " " 4 
k=l 
is convergent. Let Gk cz Rn + \ keN, be open sets such that EnAk(z) c Gk and 
y(Gh) й y(E n Ak(z)) + 8k. It follows from (1.1) and (1.2) that the series 
(i.3) ЪпкІ2у^к) 
fc=i 
is convergent. Let G = (U£°=i (Gk n Ak(z))) n Bl(z). Clearly G is a Borel set and 
£ c G. We are going to show that the set G is thin at z, which in turn implies that E 
is thin at z. To this end, we shall show that there exists r0 > 0 such that 
ŘGnCro(z) < 1 ; 
here CP is used instead of C(z, r). Let us choose 0 < tj < 1 and show that there 
exists r0 > 0 such that Ř*nCro(z) < rj whenever K is a compact subset of G. Then 
ŘfnCr9(z) < 1 according to [10], p. 132, because £?nCVo = sup {ŘfnCr°; K cz G,K 
compact}. So let 0 < r\ < 1, let K be an arbitrary compact subset of G and r > 0 
arbitrary. Putting Dk(r) = Ak(z) n K n Cr, fc є iV, D0 = cl (X n Cr) \ Ufc°°= i #*W)> 
we get 
(1.4) KnC,dUDb(r)czC,. 
k = 0 
Let peJf*(Kn Cr) be the equilibrium measure for K n Cr (see Lemma 1.9(2)), 
vk the restriction of the measure ^ to the set Dk(r), k є N u {0}, and v* є Jí(Dk(r)) the 
equilibrium measure for Dk(r), k є N u {0}. According to Lemma 1.9 (3), (2) P»ft á 
йРѴк, feeNu{0}, and 
R^'(w) = P^w) = Uncr F(w - v) dfi{v) . 
Now (l.4)yields 
oo oo 
(1.5) A ? * » й I k ( r ) F(w - ») d#») ^ £ P , > ) . 
k = 0 fc = 0 
Since Dfc(r) cz v4fc(z) for fc є iV, we have 
/Ofe \ « /2 
*-.)*£) 
for ü є Dk(r). The same inequality holds for fc = 0 because D0(r) c (int B%(Z)Y-
Consequently 
l fc\«/2 P v ' k ( z ) - ( £ J v ; ( D t ( r ) ) ' f c 6 7 v u { o } 
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and we obtain from (1.5) 
/ i \n/2 00 
Ř^iz)^^) l2"k'2v'k(Dk(r)). 
\2n/ k=o 
According to Lemma 1.9 (2) vk(Dk(r)) = y(Dfc(r)), and so 
/ 1 V/2 °° 
R^(z) S ( f ) (y(C,) + £ Tk'2 y(K n Ak(z) n Q). 
\2nJ h=i 
Since K cz G and the inclusion 
G n Ak(z) c Gk_i u Gk u Gk + 1 u {z} 
holds for k є N (with G0 = 0), it follows from monotonicity and subaditivity of y 
that 
y(K n A(z) n Cr) Ž y(Gk- 0 + y(G,) + r(Gfc+1) , k e N . 
Since y(Cr) ~> 0 for r ~> 0 + and the series (1.3) converges, we easily establish the 
existence of r0 > 0 such that 
ŘfnCro(z) < ц < 1 
whenever K is a compact subset of G. The first part of the proof is complete. 
Suppose now that the set E is thin at z. We can assume that z ф E. Let G => £ 
be an open set thin at z. Let ek be strictly positive numbers satisfying (1.2). Since 
G n Ak(z) is a Xff — set there exist compact sets Kk cz G n Ak(z) such that 
(1.6) y(GnAk(z))uy(Kk) + sk. 
Obviously, the set K = иГ=і &k u {z} is compact and K <= G u {z}. Consequently, 
the set X is thin at z. According to Theorem 1.10, the series 
O0 
(1.7) Y.Tk'2y(KnAk{z)) 
* = 1 
is convergent. From E cz G, from the inequality (1.6) and from the monotonicity 
of y it follows that 
7*(£ n A(z)) S y(Kk) + sk S y(K n Ak(z)) + ek , fc є iV . 
The last inequality, the convergence of the series in (1.7) and (1.2) imply that the 
series in (1.1) is convergent. 
The proof of Theorem 1.10 is complete. 
1.12. Definition. Let E be an arbitrary subset of Rn+1. The set b(E) of all points 
z є #" + 1 such that E is not thin at z will be called the base of E. 
1.13. Theorem. For an arbitrary set E cz Rn+1, the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(1) 2 e b(E) ; 
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(2) Jž y*(E n B(z, c))/cn/2+1 dc = 00 ; 
(3) £ 2""2 y*(£ n Bk(z)) = oo ; 
fc=l 
00 
(4) X 2"k/2 7*(^ n Mz)) = °° • 
k=l 
Proof. (1) eq. (4). This follows from Theorem 1.11 and Definition 1.12. 
(4) implies (3). Since E n Ak(z) c E n Bk(z), according to Lemma 1.4 (3) we have 
y*(£ n Ak(z)) ^ y*(£ n Bk(z)); this implies (3). 
(3) implies (4). Since Bk(z) c Ak(z)u Bk+i(z), according to Lemma 1.4(2), (3) 
we have 
y\E n Bk(z)) й У*(Е n Ak(z)) + y*(E n Bk+i(z)) . 
Multiplying this inequality by 2nk/2 and summing from k = 1 to M we easily obtain 
M 
(1 - 2-" /2) X 2"k/2 y*(E n B,(z)) + 2"/2 y*(E n ^ ( z ) ) ^ 
k = 2 
M 
й £ 2»
k'2 y*(E n Ak(z)) + 2
M"'2 y*(E n BM+1(z)) . 
k=í 
Further, y*(E n #i(z)) < oo. There is c such that 
2 M " ' V ( £ n £ M + 1 ( z ) ) ^ c . 
This and the previous relations imply (4). 
(4)eq. (2). For keNu{0], 
2<*+i*/2(! _ 2 - "
/ 2 ) y*(£ n Bfc+1(z)) Ž 
^ J^; 2
1 W 2 y*(£ n B(z, Г2 '»)) dt й 2nm{2n'2 - 1) У\Е n B,(z)). 
Summing from k = 1 to M we conclude that the series in (3) is divergent if and 
only if 
(1.8) jT y*(£ n B(z, r 2 / w ) ) di = oo . 
The change of variables c = t~2,n transforms the integral in (1.8) to the integral 
in (2). Hence the theorem is proved. 
1.14. Corollary. Let E c Rn+1 be an arbitrary set and zeRn+1. lf E is thin 
at z, then 
lim п^іЖ^Ж . o . 
,^o+ y*(B(z, t)) 
Proof. Since E is thin at z we obtain from the proof of Theorem 1.13 that the 
integral 
í r y * ( £ n B ( z , r 2 / " ) ) d í 
is convergent. Hence 




* - 0 + Cn/2 
The assertion is then obtained by virtue of Lemma 1.4 (4) and from y(B(z, 1)) > 0. 
1.15. Remark. The so called "tusk condition" from [11], [14] and [18] can be 
then deduced using Corollary 1.14. 
2. CONTINUOUS THERMAL CAPACITY AND ESSENTIAL BASE 
2.1. Definition. Let K be a compact set. The continuous capacity (in detail: the 
continuous thermal capacity) ofK is defined as 
oc(K) = sup {fi(Rn+1); fi e JÏ+(K), P^ й 1 and continuous in Rn+l} ; 
cf. [ l ] . Obviously, oc(K) ^ y(K) for every compact subset K of Rn+i. 
For an arbitrary subset E of Rn+i the inner continuous capacity oc*(E) and the 
outer continuous capacity a*(£), respectively, are defined in a similar way as y*(E) 
and y*(E). 
Let K = [0, l ] n x {0} and Kj c Rn + 19 jeN, be compact sets such that Kj+i c= 
c int Kj, j e N, and K = fjJL i ^ . Then a(K) = 0 and oc(Kj) ^ 1; see Theorem 2.9. 
Consequently, the continuous thermal capacity is not the Choquet capacity in the 
sense of [7]. Further, a*{K) < a*(X) for K = [0, 1]" x {0}. (This follows imme-
diately from Definition 2.7 and Theorem 2.9.) Hence we do not define the a-capaci-
table sets. Of course, oc*(K) = a(X) whenever K c Rn+i is а compact set. 
Proofs of the following lemmas are left to the reader. 
2.2. Lemma. Let K,K1,K2 be compact subsets ofRn+1. Then 
(1) oc(K) < oo; 
(2) ot(Kx u K2) S x(Ki) + oi(K2) (subadditivity ofot); 
(3) Kx cz K2 implies oc(K^ g a(i£2) (monotonicity of a), 
(4) a({z)) = 0 for all zeRn+1; 
(5) z/ s > 0, then a(s Ѳ ^ ) = sn oc(K). 
2.3. Lemma. Leř £, £1 ? £ 2 ^^ arbitrary subsets ofRn+1. Then 
(1) 0 й «*(£) й a*(E); 
(2) a*(£1 u £2) ^ a*(Ej + a*(£2); 
(3) jEi cz E2 implies a*(E^) й 0L*(E2), a*(£x) ^ a*(£2); 
(4) i/ s > 0, řfcen a*(s Ѳ É) = sn a*(JE), a*(s Ѳ JS) = 5" a*(JE). 
2.4. Definition. A subset Tof Rn+Í is called totally thin if it is thin at every point 
z є Rn+1, i.e. if b(T) = 0. A subset S of Ä n + 1 is called semipolar if it is a countable 
union of totally thin sets. 
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Obviously, every subset of a semipolar set is semipolar and every countable 
union of semipolar sets is semipolar. 
2.5. Lemma. Let S be a Borel subset of Rn+1. Then S is semipolar if and only 
if a*(S) = 0. 
Proof. Let S be а semipolar set and K c S an arbitrary compact set. According 
to [19], p. 121, a(K) = 0, consequently a*(<S) = 0. If S is not semipolar, then S 
contains a nonsemipolar compact set K; see [16], p. 498. According to [19], p. 121, 
oc(K) > 0 and so a*(S) > 0. 
2.6. Remark. It follows from Definition 2.1 and the proof of Lemma 2.5 that 
oc*(S) = 0 for every semipolar set. The converse implication is not true as shown by 
the following example. We say that a subset A of R1 is of Bernstein's type if the inter­
section of both A and Ac with every closed uncountable set is nonempty. Let T be 
a set ofBernstein's type(see [20] for the existence) and Sx = Rn x T, S2 = Rn x Tc. 
Let K be an arbitrary compact subset of S^ Then K cz Rn x L for a suitable countable 
set L cz T. But the set Rn x Lis semipolar and by Lemma 2.5 and the monotonicity 
of a we have a(X) = 0. Consequently, oc^(S^ = 0. In а similar way, a*(S2) = 0. 
Since St u S2 = Rn+1, at least one of the sets Sh i ~ 1, 2, is not semipolar. Con­
sequently, there exists a nonsemipolar subset A of Rn+i such that а*(Л) = 0. Ac­
cording to Lemma 2.5, A cannot be a Borel set. 
2.7. Definition. Let E be an arbitrary subset of Rn+1 and z e Rn+1. Then E is said 
to be semipolar at z ifthere exists a fine neighborhood Fof z such that the set E n V 
is semipolar. Let ß(E) be the set of all points z є Rn + 1 such that E is not semipolar 
at z. The set ß(E) is called the essential base of E. 
(In [16], the essential base is denoted by Q and called the quasibase. It can be 
shown, see [3], p. 184, that ß(E) is a G^-set.) 
2.8. Theorem. Let B be a Borel subset ofRn+1, Then 
Af*> - sup {Pß; /t e Ji-{R^), Pfi g ! and contimous in я , + 1> 
spt fi с Б} . 
Proof. See [ l 6 ] , p . 502. 
2.9. Theorem. Let B be a Borel subset ofR»+\ Th 
a*(B) = y(ß(B)). 
Proof .Wewil lusethefol lowingnotat ion.IfE e #" + 1 , t h e n * £ = {(x t)eRn+1-
(x, - 0 є £} . If £ cz А«+1 is a Borel set and v є u ř + ( R - + i ) , then we define*v(Ei J 
= v(*£). Clearly, *(*v) = v, *v є JÍ+(Rn+1) a n d " 
(2.1) JR„+i F(z - w) dv(w) - | к п + 1 F(w - z) d(*v) (w). 
We first assume that Б is a bounded Borel set. From [10], p. 133 and p. 127, and 
from [28], p. 279 it follows that there exists ju є лГ+(с1 ß(B)) such that Ц(В) = Pß. 
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Let L c Rn+1 be a compact set such that 
(2.2) clj8(B) c i n tL . 
According to Lemma 1.9(l),(2) there exists v e J + ( L ) such that Ř\ = Pv and 
Pv = 1 on int L. Consequently, 
A<Ä»+1) = iÄ» + i(iÄn + i F(z - w) dv(w)) dfx(z) . 
Applying Fubini's theorem and the relation (2.1) we obtain 
(2.3) fi(R^1) = JÄn+i(JÄ, + i F(w - z) dA<r)) d(*v) (w). 
Since Р д = RßSB) and {P^;A£ 'e^r + (R B + 1 ) , Рд , g 1 and continuous in Rn+\ 
spt /i' c 5} is an upper directed family of continuous functions, see e.g. [10], p. 40, 
then according to Deny-Cartan's lemma, see e.g. [7], and to Theorem 2.8 we have 
fi(Rn+i) = sup{JÄ„+1PM,d(*v); д ' є ^ + ( Р » + 1 ) , Pß, á 1 
and continuous in Rn+1, spt p! cz B) . 
This together with (2.1) and (2.2) and an application of Fubini's theorem yields 
fi(Rn + 1) = mp{fif(Rn+i);ßfeJ/+(R-+1l p»> й 1 
and continuous in Rn + 1, spt y! cz B) . 
Consequently, 
(2.4) ^ R » + 1 ) = a*(B). 
According to [10], p. 132, P? (B) = sup{£f; K c ß(B), K compact}. Using (2.3) 
and jRfB) = Р д we get 
fi(Rn+i) = JRn+1 sup {Rf; K c j8(JJ), X compact} d(*v). 
Since {Pf; K cz ß(B), K compact} is obviously an upper directed family of lower 
semicontinuous functions we ave according to Deny-Cartan's lemma, see [7], 
ß(Rn+1) = sup {fR„+1 Řf d(*v); K cz ^J(B), K compact} . 
Lemma 1.9 (2) implies the existence of a Radon measure pLKeJt+(K) such that 
R\ = Р д к and 
(2.5) y(K) = fe(P"+1). 
Fubini's theorem and (2.1) give 
KRn+1) = SUP {i*-+i pv < K ; K cz j8(jj), X compact} . 
Hence using the inclusion (2.2), the equality Pv = 1 on int L, the relation (2.5) and 
the definition of y*, we obtain fi(Rn+1) = y(fi(B)). This together with (2.4) impJies 
the desired equality. 
Now let B be an arbitrary Borel set. Let Uk cz Rn + \ k e N, be bounded open sets 
such that UksRn + 1. Since ß(B)nUkczß(BnVk), keN, the above proved 
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equality and the monotonicity of a* and y imply 
a^B)^y(ß(B)nUk), keN. 
Since ß(B) n Uk / ß(B), Lemma 1.4 (5) yields 
hmy(ß(B)nUk) = y(ß(B)), 
k^-oo 
and so 
(2.6) a*(B) è y(j8(5)) . 
Let K c Б be an arbitrary compact set. Since a*(lt) = y(ß(K)) a n d ß(*0 <= £(#)> 
the monotonicity of y gives a(K) ^ y{fi(B)). Consequently, 
(2.7) a*(B) й y{fi(B)) . 
The inequalities (2.6) and (2.7) complete the proof. 
2.10. Remark. Let St and S2 be as in Remark 2.6. Then a*(Si) = a*(S2) = 0 and 
R"+1 = j3(R" + 1) = ß(Sx)uß(S2). Consequently, 
^=y(Rn+1)uy(ß(S1)) + y(ß(S2)). 
This implies that there exists a set B c Rn + 1 such that a*(B) Ф y(ß(B)). Theorem 2.9 
fails for arbitrary sets. 
2.11. Lemma. Let B be a Borel subset of Rn+1. Then there exists a Borel semi-
polar set S a B such that 
a*(jB) = y ( B \ S ) . 
Proof. Obviously, S = B\ß(B) is а Borel semipolar set. Further, B\S c ß(B). 
From the monotonicity of 7 and from Theorem 2.9 we obtain y(B \ S) g 01*(B). 
According to [5], p. 296, ß(B\S) = ß(B). This, Theorem 2.9 and the relation 
betweeen a* and y* imply oc*(B) g y(B \ S). 
2.12. Remark. Given a compact set K c Rn+\ let us denote a^X) = y(ß(K)) and 
(2.8) a2(K) = M{y*(K\S); S c Rn+\ S semipolar} . 
Then ocx(K) = ot2(K) = a(K) whenever K is a compact subset of Rn+i. The equalities 
can be easily deduced from Theorem 2.9, from Lemma 2.11 and from the fact that 
every semipolar set is contained in a Borel semipolar set, see e.g. [5], p. 282. Lemma 
2.11 says that the right hand side of (2.8) attains the minimum. 
2.13. Lemma. Let U be an arbitrary subset ofRn+i aňd let zeRn+l. Then U is 
afine neighborhood of z if and only if z є U and Ve is thin at z. 
Proof. See [ lO],p. 152. 
2.14. Theorem. Let B be a Borel set and let z e R*+i The set B is semipolar at z 
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if and only if the series 
(2.9) X2»"2a,(BnA(z)) 
k=l 
is convergent. If B is an arbitrary set semipolar at z, then the series in (2.9) is 
convergent. 
Proof. Assume that B is a Borel set and the series in (2.9) is convergent. For 
every k e N let Sk be a Borel semipolar set such that Sk c B n Ak(z) and 
(2.10) y((B n Ak(z)) \ Sfc) = а*(Б n 4*(z)) ; 
see Lemma 2.11. Consequently, the set S = {z) u U*°=i $k *s semipolar. For keN 
we have (B\S)nAk(z)a(BnAk(z))\Sk. Thus (2.10) and the monotonicity 
of y yield 
y((B \ S) n A(z)) й x*(B n A(z)) . 





is convergent. According to Theorem 1.11, the set B\S is thin at z, hence V — 
= (B\S)C is a fine neighborhood of the point z (see Lemma 2.13). Since the set 
Vn B, being a subset of S, is semipolar, the set B is semipolar at z by Definition 2.7. 
Let B be a Borel set semipolar at z. Then there exists a fine neighborhood Fof the 
point z such that the set Vn B is semipolar. Since z has a fundamental system of 
fine neighborhoods which are compact in the Euclidean topology we can assume that 
Vis compact. Since B n Ak(z) and (Б \ V) n Ak(z) differ for a semipolar set, according 
to Theorem 2.9 we have 
(2.11) oc*(B n A(z)) = a*((B \ 7) n A ( z ) ) . 
As Vis a fine neighborhood of the point z, the series 
00 
(2.12) Е 2 * 2 у ( Г п Л ( г ) ) 
fc=l 
is convergent by Theorem 1.11 and Lemma 2.13. Using the equality (2.11), the relation 
between a* and y*, the inclusion (B \ V) n ^4k(z) c Fc n ^ ( z ) and the monotonicity 
of y* we obtain 
a*(B n A(z)) ^ y(Vc n A(z)) . 
This and the convergence of the series in (2.12) imply that the series (2.9) is con­
vergent. 
Now let B be an arbitrary set semipolar at z. From Definition 2.7 and from [5], 
p. 285, it follows that there exists a Borel set B' such that В с B' and B' is semipolar 
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at z. Applying the assertion proved above for the Borel set B' and using the mono-
tonicity of a* we obtain the convergence of the series in (2.9). 
The proof of Theorem 2.14 is complete. 
2.15. Remark. Let A c Rn+1 be a nonsemipolar set such that oc*(A) = 0, see 
Remark 2.6. Since A is nonsemipolar, ß(A) Ф 0 according to [5], p. 296. Con­
sequently, there exists a point z є Rn+1 such that A is not semipolar at the point z. 
As oc*(A) = 0, the series in (2.9) (for A instead of B) is convergent. Consequently, 
the assumption in Theorem 2.14 that B is a Borel set is essential. 
2.16. Theorem. For an arbitrary Borel set B, thefollowing conditions are equi­
valent: 
(1) zeß(B); 
(2) i Ja*(BnB(Z ,c ) ) /c" /
2 + 1 d c = œ ; 
(3) £ 2"k'2 a*(S n Bk(z)) = co ; 
fc=l 
(4) f 2 ^ a , ( B n ^ ( z ) ) = 00. 
fc=l 
Proof. The assertions are proved using Theorem 2.14 in an analogous way as in 
the proof of Theorem 1.13. 
2.17. Corollary. Let B c Rn+1 be a set and z є Rn+1. If B is semipolar at z, then 
i i m^n J iN=o, 
i-o+ a*(B(z,t)) 
Proof. In a similar way as in the proof of Corollary 1.14 we obtain from Theorem 
2.16 and from Theorem 2.14 
lim 
a*(B n B(z, t)) = 0 
.w/2 
Since the set B(z, 1) is not semipolar, a*(#(z, l)) > 0 according to Lemma 2.5. 
The assertion follows from Lemma 2.3 (4). 
2.18. Definition. Let E be an arbitrary subset of Rn+1 and let z = (jc, t) e R" + 1.We 
say that E lies parabolically below z provided there is b > 0 such that 
T - t < —b\x - x|2 
for any (x, т) є E. For с > 0 and z = (x, /) e Rn+1 put 
% c ) = { ( L i ) e r 1 ; t - c u * u t ] . 
2.19. Corollary. Let B be a subset ofRn+1 and let z є Rn+Í. IfBlies parabolically 
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below z and B is semipolar at z, then 
lim а »( д n D& c>)) = o 
c-0+ ď/2 
Proof. Since B lies parabolically below z = (x, t), there exists b > 0 such that 
(т — t) < — b\x — x\2 for any (x, т) є Б. We put к = exp (l/nb). An easy calculation 
shows that B n D(z, c) c B n B(z, fc • c). This and Corollary 2.17 give the assertion. 
2.20. Definition. Let Tbe a subset of R1 and let t e R1. The point t is said to be 
a condensation point of T if the set ]i — e, ř + г[ n Г is uncountable whenever 
г > 0. 
2.21. Corollary. Let B0 be an arbitrary subset ofR1, T c ]0, oo[, let 0 be a con­
densation point ofTand 
B = {(tx, -t2)eRn+i; х є # 0 , teT} . 
If B is semipolar at (0, 0), then AM(B0) = 0. 
Proof. We first assume that B0 is a bounded set and B is semipolar at z = (0, 0). 
Since 0 is a condensation point of T, there exists a decreasing sequence of positive 
numbers {cj)f=i such that 
(2.14) limc,. = 0 
J->0O 
and for every jeN the set Tn ]c;/2, c,[ is uncountable. It follows from Definition 
2.7 and from [5], p. 285 that there exists a Borel set B such that B c B and Б is 
semipolar at z. Since B0 is bounded, we can assume that B lies parabolically below z. 
For everyj eiV let SJ c R"+1 be a semipolar Borel set such that 
(2.15) a*(S n D(z, cft) = y(fi n i)(z, cJ) \ S^ ; 
see Lemma 2.9. For M c JR"+1 and t e R1 we define 
(M)t = {(*, ~t)eRn+1; (x, -t)eM) . 
Putting S = Uf=i <S', we get a semipolar Borel set and S = U {(S)r; reR1}. 
According to [15] and Lemma 1.5, the set P = {p e R1; K((S)p*) > 0} is countable. 
We put T' = Г \ P. For every ; є N there exists dj e ]c,/2, c,[ n Г' such that 
(2.16) X&BsS%i = XJi(B)*,). 
The monotonicity ofy, the relations (2.15) and (2.16) and Lemma 1.5 imply 
*,(BnD{z,$)zK((B)a>)-
Denoting by X* the outer Lebesgue measure, we have from the inclusions В с В that 
хя((В)ъ)жцх*я(в0). 
Consequently, oc*(5 n D(z, d))) ^ d" A*(B0)- Since dj є ]cj2, Cj[, we obtain 
(217) « ( («nfl(M;))aQ4 .w 
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As the set B lies parabolically below z and is semipolar at z, Corollary 2.19 and the 
relations (2.14) and (2.17) imply that A*(£0) = 0 and hence Àn(B0) = 0. 
Now let £ 0 be an arbitrary set. Then Б 0 = иГ= і #оь where Bok, к є N, are bounded 
sets. Then by the first part of the proof Лп(Вок) = 0 for any к є N. Consequently, 
Фо) = 0. 
2.22. Remark. Suppose that B0 = Rn, T c ]0, oo[ and 0 is not a condensation point 
of T, i.e. there exists 8 > 0 such that Te = Tn ]0, e[ is at most countable. The set 
Be = {(tx,-t2)eRn + 1; xeB0, teTe} is semipolar. According to [5], p. 296, 
ß(Be) = 0. Consequently, B is semipolar at the point (0, 0), while An(B0) = oo. The 
assumption that 0 is a condensation point ofTcannot be omitted in Corollary 2.21. 
3. THE CHOQUET BOUNDARY IN PARABOLIC POTENTIAL THEORY 
3.1. Definition. Let X be a metrizable compact topological space and let %>(X) 
be the Banach space of continuous functions on X. Suppose that P is a closed linear 
subspace of &(X) which separates points of X and contains the constant functions. 
For every x є X the symbol Jix stands for the set of all positive Radon measures pt 
on X such that f(x) = ^(f) whenever / є P. Obviously, the Dirac measure ex con­
centrated at x belongs to Jix. The set 
ChpX = {хєХ; Jtx = {ex}} 
is called the Choquet boundary ofX (with respect to P). 
3.2. Notation and Definition. Let L̂  be a bounded open subset oîRn+1. A function 
u is said to be caloric on U, if u has continuous second partial derivatives on U and 
- ( * > 0 - I ^ ( * > 0 = 0 foral1 (x,t)eU. 
dt j = i dXj 
The set of all continuous functions on Ü whose restriction to U is caloric will be 
denoted by K(U). We will apply Definition 3.1 to the following situation: X = Ü 
and P = K(U). 
3.3. Theorem. Let U be a bounded open subset ofRn+i. Then 
Cbm)U = ß(U<) n Ü . 
Proof. See [4], pp. 101, 103 and [16], p. 516. 
3.4. Theorem. Let U be a bounded open subset of R" + i . Then thefollowing 
conditions are equivalent: 
(1) zeChKmU; 





(4) £ 2"к/2 х(и° n Mz)) = °° • 
fc=i 
Proof. The assertions follow from Theorems 3.3 and 2.16. 
3.5. Corollary. Let U be a bounded open subset of Rn + i and let z = (x, ř) є dU. 
Let B0 be an arbitrary subset ofRn and Ta subset o/]0, oo[ such that 0 is a con­
densation point of T. If 
{(x + % i - T2)eRn + 1; %eB0, т є Г ) c Uc 
and A*(£0) > 0, then z e ChK{U)U. 
Proof. We may assume that z = (0, 0). We shall prove that z є ß(Uc). Since 
Б = {(tz, т2) є Ал+1; z e B0, т є Г} с Uc 
and Я*(Б0) > 0, the set В is not semipolar at z by Corollary 2.21, hence z eß(B). 
Since B c ^c, we have j8(J5) c jS(LTc) too. Consequently, z є ̂ (L7°). 
The proof of Corollary 3.5 is complete. 
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